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Speaker Profile

New Books
Secrets of Next- Level
Entrepreneurs
(Wiley, 2023)
11 powerful lessons with
actionable solutions to thrive
in business and lead a
balanced life.

Alex is strategy facilitator, speaker, and author. He talks about success and
significance, the power of strategy and identity, transformation leadership
and high performance. Alex has impacted thousands of business leaders
across the world, from multinationals to start-ups.
He holds degrees and certificates in management, leadership, and strategy
from EBS European Business School (Germany), INSEAD (France), and
Harvard Business School (USA).

Target Audience & Settings
Alex engages corporate and entrepreneurial audiences in virtual and inperson settings. He delivers corporate keynotes and speaks at events,
conferences, and festivals. His sessions are highly energetic. They inspire
action, are interactive, and including Q&A sessions with your audience. In
addition to Alex’s books, your audience can download free resources
supporting the keynotes.

Selected Topics
and Audience Benefits
Amplify High Performance For Transformational Results

The Strategy Legacy
(BEP, 2023)
Introduces an actionable
framework to create value,
sustainable impact, peoplecentric growth, and a
business of significance.

Our stressful day-to-day can easily cause overwhelm and a lack of
direction. Participants learn how to focus on what matters and get rid of
shiny objects and distractions. As a result, their work lives are more
fulfilling, target-oriented, and delivers unprecedented levels of motivation
and performance.
Redefine Success: Building Toward Significance
While many people and businesses are successful, few also build lives and
organizations of significance. Your audience learns how redefining success
helps live bigger lives and shape more impactful businesses. The result:
they strive for excellence as a principle in how they operate, creating lives
and businesses that leave a mark.
The Legacy Trident: A New Normal In Leadership
Inspired by his book The Strategy Legacy Alex lays out what leadership
look like for the decade to come. Your audience learns about the mindset
shifts of new leadership, the role of leaders in team of leaders, and how
they can make a true impact. As a result, participants embrace a new
normal of accountability and lead beyond the limits of their job description.

Contact Alex
www.brueckmann.ca
alex@brueckmann.ca

No-one Cares About Your Why (As Much As You Do)
Purpose is complex and works in layers of meaning. Is it the right concept
or should we explore alternative ideas that unite and provide direction in a
better way? Your audience will move beyond purpose, to impact, for
meaningful change. The result: participant don’t stop at why and instead
advance to why not, going for wins that seemed too big, until today.

